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Our first series of guides. For those in law school facing loads of information that culminates in the

bar exam.
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I got sucked into buying this on 's "Buy all three!" feature. It was only 4 or five dollars so I'm not

upset that I bought it. Realistically though, every professor teaches contracts slightly different.

Contracts is just one of those classes that you have to play the professor, not the subject. It handy

to have around or to keep in the bathroom for when you want to cram for a few more minutes before

finals but thats about it.I gave it five stars because its good for what it is. It has all of the key term

and it is laminated and very sturdy. But as I mentioned above, play the professor, not the subject.

The Good:What these laminates do better than nearly any other resource is to give you a general

overview and guide so you can understand where the material is going. Similar to the artist's

technique where you have to create a vague rough sketch to understand proportion and relevance,

these allow you to understand the significance of minutia and detail in the bigger schematic. Also

great refresher if you are return after a long time away and your own notes don't make sense

anymore.The Bad:The Contracts laminate is one of the weaker of the series. The guides cannot

replace the actual text or class material, though of the entire series Constitutional Law and Criminal

Procedure come closest.The Ugly:For those gunners out there, the laminate surface also makes

these perfect to buy a second set to keep in the can for those "first thing in the morning" study



sessions.

I used this to study for the bar, after reviewing all my thiemis materials and I passed so it must have

worked alright.

Quick study Contracts is great for first year law students. It gets to the meat of the issue without

having to search for it. LIke Cliff notes for Contracts.

Great study guide and gives a quick overview of legal terms so one does not have to look up the

terms in Black's Law Dictionary. Nice heavy lamination protects this chart from spills and stains.

I like it for what it is, but get out your reading glasses since the font is way small. If you need a

handy guide and you don't want to make your own outline, it's a good starting point.

So this is a very useful tool. It helped me organize an attack outline and a full outline. The case

citations were useful as well.

have not have had a chance to utilize the yet. Will start my midterm, and looking to start working the

lows of contracts
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